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WALTHAM FOREST THEATRE
A picturesque multi-purpose Council venue situated in the middle of
Lloyd Park, Walthamstow. Originally called the Lloyd Park Pavilion, it
upgraded its name to the Waltham Forest Theatre . In earlier years it
staged the occasional repertory season under managers like Terence
Fitzgerald, Barry Sinclair and the Jack Watling Frinton Rep Company, and
was used by local amateur companies. In recent years it seems to have
been used entirely for amateur or community purposes. By 2006 it seems
to have ceased all theatrical use.

WALTHAMSTOW GRANADA
1930
1944
1973
1987
1996
2003

Opened as a cine-variety
Some bomb damage, but quickly re-opened
Tripled
Grade II Listing
Renamed ABC Cinema
Closed as a cinema

Built in Hoe Street on the site of the Walthamstow
Victoria Theatre (q.v.) and adjoining property. The
architect was Granada’s Cecil Massey and the interior
design was by Theodore Komisarjevsky. The cinevariety had 2,697 seats . This was only the second of
The 1930 auditorium designed by Komisarjevsky
the Granada chain cinemas to open (it followed
Dover) and local advertising at the time featured
suggestions that the name should be pronounced “Gren-AH-dah” and promised “always a three hour show with two
talkies, Barber and his band of twenty musicians, West End Varieties plus two organists” .
On the night of the 17 Aug 1944 the cinema suffered bomb damage and was closed for three months for repairs.
The Granada was frequently used for concerts through the 1960s, hosting gigs by the Beatles, the Rolling Stones
and many others. In October 1973 the cinema was “tripled”. In 1987 the exterior of the building was given a
Grade II listing. The Granada was taken over by the Cannon Cinema group in 1989, and then by ABC Cinemas in
1996. At this time it was renamed the ABC Cinema.
At the turn of the century the Granada was put up for sale and initially purchased by a Brazilian church group who
applied to use it as a place of worship. Great local opposition led Walthamstow Council to turn down this change of
use application, a decision which was upheld after the Church appealed to the Government. Meantime the cinema
was broken into and used for a marathon 30 hour illegal rave which led to considerable mindless vandalism. The
church refused to sell the cinema to the Council in spite of the threat of a compulsory purchase order.
And then a scandal erupted when campaigners obtained documents under the Freedom of Information Act which
revealed details of secret negotiations between councillors and the church aimed at drawing up a compromise deal .
To make matters worse, the Brazilian leaders of the
Universal Church of the Kingdom of God were accused
of international money laundering by a court in Sao
Paulo and this happened at the same time as the UCKG
made a new application based on creating a smaller
cinema, café and community projects in the ancillary
spaces and using the main cinema for religious services.
Several thousand Walthamstow residents petitioned the
Council to go through with the compulsory purchase
order, but the Council seems to be dragging its feet
while the church authorities are allowing the cinema to
rapidly fall into a state of dereliction. The outcome
remains to be seen.

The exterior in 2005, courtesy of www.derelictlondon.com
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WALTHAMSTOW PALACE
1903
1940
1946
1952
1954
1960

Opened
Closed
Re-opened
Closed, then reopened as a rep theatre
Closed
Demolished

The Walthamstow Palace opened in 1903 and was
known locally as the “Auntie Alice” - from rhyming
slang.
Its twin towers were a feature of
Walthamstow High Road for nearly sixty years. It
was part of the circuit of theatres owned by the
consortium of Joseph Davis, Henry Gros, C.Adney
Payne and Henry Tozer which owned Palaces in
East Ham, Tottenham, Chelsea and Walthamstow; a
Hippodrome in Ilford, an Empress in Brixton and an
Empire in Shepherd’s Bush (all of which q.v)
The Palace was rated as a No. 3 circuit venue (No. 1
being the best) but its early years were successful—
for music hall was riding high. A particular local
favourite was the comedian, Sam Mayo, who appeared regularly, topping the bill in 1905, 1906 and 1907.
After the heyday of music hall it tried everything: revues, dance bands, and concerts and survived the depressed
years of the 1930s by returning to variety shows. However, its fortunes declined in the Second World War and
it closed. At the end of the War a local benefactress, the Countess de la Marr, took over a short lease and
presented plays with established actors—”Night Must Fall”, “Pygmalion”, “The Corn is Green”, among others.
However this was not a success.
On 14 October 1951 Tony Hancock appeared in a one-night charity show. Shortly afterwards the arrival of
television decimated the audiences. The Countess’s lease was up, and the owners brought in a series of nude
shows and amateur “discovery” nights —a temporary lifeline to other theatres in similar circumstances.
However, these too failed to attract and the theatre closed early in 1952.
The indomitable Countess then negotiated a 21 year lease on the building. She spent a considerable sum of
money refurbishing it and even re-opened the gallery for the first time since the 1930s. In an interview with the
local press she said there would be a professional acting company and a “week of top class ballet, because
Walthamstow has become culture-minded in recent years.” She re-opened the theatre in October 1952. That
Christmas she cancelled the usual pantomime and instead staged a three week run of “Charley’s Aunt”. It was
a disaster.
She struggled on for a while with
her repertory seasons, but was
eventually forced to bring back
variety. When that, too, proved
to be a financial disaster, she
finally gave up. She presented
one last play - “Desire under the
Elms” - and its last performance,
20 Feb 1954, was the last night of
the “Auntie Alice”. The theatre
closed and was left unused for
It was
several years.
demolished in 1960 and a parade
of shops, with some flats above,
was built on the site.
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WALTHAMSTOW PRINCE’S PAVILION

The Prince’s Pavilion in Buxton Road , Walthamstow opened in
1909, but it was not an auspicious occasion. A heavy fog
shrouded the area and “the carriages arriving were only visible
by the foyer lights”. It seems to have caught on, however,
because within a year the building was enlarged to accommodate
1,000 seats. It seems to have been chiefly used as a cinema
during the Great War years. The advent of “Talkies” led to the
Prince’s Pavilion being demolished and
completely rebuilt.

www.derelictlondon.com

Opened as a combined music hall and cinema
Rebuilt and enlarged to 1,000 seats
Closed and demolished
Rebuilt as a cine-variety called the Dominion
Closed and used for wrestling
Reopened for cinema use
Closed and used as a bingo hall
Closed and left unused.

The derelict Dominion , 2003. The original building was at
least one storey higher.

www.flickr.com

The replacement building opened on
22 Dec 1930 , renamed the Dominion,
with a seating capacity of 1,685. The
cinema closed briefly in 1958 and was
used for wrestling, but quickly
reopened after some refurbishment. In
1961 it closed and was used as a bingo
hall. It closed permanently in 1996 and
the building became derelict.
.

WALTHAMSTOW VICTORIA THEATRE
1887
1907
1921
1930

Opened as the Victoria Hall & Theatre
Became a full-time cinema
Some rebuilding and now named the Victoria Picture Theatre
Demolished and replaced with a new Granada Cinema

The Victoria Hall opened in May 1887 as a venue for dances, concerts, meetings
and plays. It soon became a popular home for melodrama, and under the
management of Warwick Buckland in the late 1890s it staged such plays as “Lost
by Drink”, “Grip of Iron”, “Humanity—Only a Jew”, and “The Sins of the
Fathers”. ( Warwick Buckland later played a significant role as film director in
the early British cinema.) In 1896 the Victoria Hall gave one of the first ever
presentations of a film show in the country. By 1899 the theatre was home to the
John F. Preston Company who created shows like “Soldiers of the Queen” and
“Lady Godiva” at Walthamstow and then toured them throughout the country.
In August 1907 the Victoria Hall, Walthamstow became the first dedicated full-time cinema in the area, and is
believed to have been a haunt of the young Alfred Hitchcock. The venue was rebuilt in 1921 as the Victoria Picture
Theatre, used mainly for films, but with the occasional live variety act interspersed between films. This cinema was
taken over at the end of 1928 by the Bernstein brothers as part of their growing Granada chain. Two years later they
decided to demolish the building and create a new “super-cinema” . The site, together with some adjoining land was
then rebuilt as the Walthamstow Granada. (q.v.)

www.flickr.com

1909
1910
1930
1930
1958
1958
1961
1996
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WATERGATE THEATRE,
Strand
1949 Opened
1956 Closed
The Watergate Theatre flourished as a “club” theatre in the early 1950s. It is
not mentioned in the 1948-49 Theatre Yearbook, but in the 1950 Theatre
World Annual it is praised for its pioneering work. It was located under the
arches of Charing Cross Railway Station, and was part of a number of private
theatres which emerged at the end of the War - theatres like the Boltons, the
Irving and the New Lindsay. Because of its “club” status, it was able to
present plays without the approval of the Lord Chamberlain, the official
censor.
On 6 Sep 1950 it staged Shaw’s “Farfetched Fables”. In 1953 it premiered
“The Buccaneer” by Sandy Wilson, and in 1955 it staged John Addison’s “Cranks” - a four handed revue
featuring the debut of Anthony Newley.
At the end of 1956 Muriel Large, the manager of the Watergate, had a conversation with West End producer
Anthony Field, at that time the leaseholder of the Comedy Theatre. (This conversation is recorded in an
interview for the Theatre Archive Project). She was having difficulty finding plays at the same time as he had
several American plays that would not pass the Censor. These plays would have been permitted at the tiny
Watergate but were not practical because of their large casts and their expensive American royalties.
Muriel Large suggested transferring the Watergate Club to the Comedy, in effect making the Comedy itself a
private club theatre. This was a seemingly mad idea, since no one had ever run an 850 seat theatre as a club.
After a lot of legal advice, the Comedy became the “New Watergate Theatre”. Membership could be
purchased for five shillings, and after a delay of 24 hours, members could buy a ticket for themselves and up to
three guests. The police were very vigilant and made frequent “spot checks” on the box office to ensure the
rules were strictly enforced..
The New Watergate gave the British premieres of three banned plays : “Tea and Sympathy”, “Cat on a Hot Tin
Roof “ and “A View from the Bridge”. Over 64,000 people became members of the New Watergate Club to
enable them to see these plays, making an utter nonsense of the official view that they were all likely to be
“corrupted” by such things as the reference to an (offstage) homosexual character in “Cat on a Hot Tin Roof”.
As a result of the New Watergate productions, the Censor’s rules were gradually making British theatre a
laughing stock, and a major Press campaign was launched against Theatre censorship.
After its great success at the Comedy, and its enormous contribution to the abolition of censorship, the
company did not return to its Charing Cross base. During the run of “Cat on a Hot Tin Roof” the Lord
Chamberlain’s office announced that it would end the ban on any play which mentioned, however obliquely,
homosexuality. In many ways this first step towards ending theatre censorship meant that private club theatres
would soon be redundant.

WATERMAN’S ,
Brentford
1984 Opened
A custom-built arts centre incorporating
a 239 seat proscenium theatre, opened
in 1984. It is especially strong in Asian
arts and theatre presentations, reflecting
the large Asian community in the area.
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WEMBLEY ARENA
The Wembley complex was first begun in 1924
when the British Empire Exhibition was created in
former parkland. The new Wembley Stadium
stood across the road from the Palaces of India,
Australia and Canada and the exhibition featured
lakes and parks alongside buildings dedicated to
the arts, industries and engineering.
After the Exhibition closed some of the buildings
fell into disrepair and some of the ground was
sold. Ten years later the new Empire Swimming
Pool was constructed for the 1934 Empire Games.
Facing Wembley Stadium, it contained two pools
and a wave machine and thereafter was used for
many public sporting events including boxing,
ice-hockey, the 1948 Olympics and music events.
After the 1948 Olympics swimming ceased and
music events, ice-shows and circuses gradually
took over as the main activity. With a temporary
cover over the pool and a stage at one end the
venue became famous in the Rock’n’Roll era for
hosting the biggest names of the day - including
the Beatles, Rolling Stones and Shirley Bassey.
In 1978 the Empire Pool Wembley was renamed
the Wembley Arena and went on to become the
most famous indoor concert hall in Europe with a
seating capacity of 12,000.
Highlights in the venue’s history include David Cassidy’s six sell-out performances over one weekend in 1973;
ABBA’s five sell-out concerts in on week in 1979; and the pop band Busted sold
out a record 11 times in one year (2004).Wembley Arena reopened under the
management of LiveNation in April 2006 following a major £35million
refurbishment. This included re-orientating the entire arena 180 degrees to face
the new National Stadium, creating a link between the two iconic buildings; the
creation of a new public square; increasing the seating capacity and devising major
improvements to the acoustics.
The “new” arena opened on 2 April 2006 with a concert by Depeche Mode. Status
Quo played their 42nd Wembley Arena concert in December 2008, but the all-time
record for the most headline shows by one artist is held by Cliff Richard, who that
same year played his 60th concert at the Arena.
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WEST LONDON THEATRE, Marylebone
Opened as the Royal Pavilion West.
Renamed the Portman Theatre
Renamed the Royal West London Theatre
Rebuilt as the Marylebone Theatre
Remodelled as the Theatre Royal, Marylebone
Rebuilt and enlarged.
Renamed the Royal Alfred Theatre
Reverted to the name Marylebone Theatre
Renovated as the West London Music Hall
Renamed the West London Theatre
Converted to a cinema
Damaged by bombs. Closed and used as a warehouse.
The remains of the building destroyed by fire.

Mander & Mitchenson

1832
1835
1836
1837
1842
1864
1868
1870
1893
1895
1932
1941
1962

The Marylebone Theatre, 1842

The Royal Pavilion West - the convoluted name was to distinguish it
from the Pavilion Theatre in the East End - opened in Church Street, Marylebone on Monday 23 Jan 1832. It
opened in direct opposition to the nearby Royal Sussex Theatre (q.v.) The original undertaking was due to a Mr
Maskell, an amateur actor, wishing to create a showcase for his own talents. However, he was not too lucky with his
venture, since the management of this new theatre changed three times in its first year. By the end of 1834 the Royal
Pavilion West was in financial difficulty in spite of the closure of its neighbouring rival. Yet another manager, Mr
Carter, took over in 1835, changing the name to the Portman Theatre.
(Plans were already in existence for another theatre to be called the Portman, to be built in nearby Carlisle Street.
Mr Carter was involved in both, and wanted to build a reputation for the name “Portman” so he could transfer a loyal
audience once his new Theatre was ready. However, the new Portman remained a building site, half completed, for
many years. In 1851 the uncompleted playhouse was converted into St Matthews Church, and used as such until it
was destroyed by bombs in 1940.)
Carter’s Portman Theatre, however, rapidly descended into little more than a “penny gaff” (q.v.) In November 1835
the police raided the theatre during a performance in order to arrest some thieves, and the local magistrates attempted
to close the venue. The Portman changed hands three times in 1836, and for a short while even changed its name to
the Royal West London Theatre. On 4 July 1837 the whole business venture collapsed. The theatre was up for sale,
but no one would buy it. The property eventually ended up in the hands of a wealthy, much respected local
businessman, John Loveridge. He had no theatre experience but had a philanthropic interest in improving education
and cultural facilities for the local community. Seeking proper licences, constructing a safe and decent theatre, and
renaming it the Royal Marylebone Theatre took a few months, and on 13 Nov 1837 the new theatre opened.
In 1842 it was again largely rebuilt and given the name Theatre Royal,
Marylebone. At last its fortunes changed. Under the management of John
Douglass, it enjoyed five years of prosperity, with a good reputation for its
quality melodramas and pantomimes. The 1844/1845 season included
Shakespeare’s “Richard III”, a special appearance of the midget, General
Tom Thumb, a water spectacular, nautical dramas, Dickens’ “Cricket on
the Hearth”, and, of course, pantomime. The theatre was booming.
Successive managements were not so lucky. In 1864 it was rebuilt and
opened under its old name. By 1868 it was renamed the Royal Alfred
Theatre , offering seasons of higher class and more refined entertainments.
By 1873 it was clear that the audiences were not interested in the more
elevated fare, and the theatre reverted to melodrama and pantomime and to
its old name of the Marylebone Theatre Royal. In 1893 an attempt was
made to cash in on the Music Hall boom. The theatre underwent some
renovation and rebuilding and took on yet another name—this time the
West London Music Hall. After two years, music hall was abandoned,
and, as the West London Theatre, the building returned to straight plays.
In 1932 it closed and was used as a cinema. The building was bombed in
1941, after which it was used as a storehouse. In 1962 a fire broke out and
the whole building was destroyed.
The Royal Pavilion West 1832 Exterior and Interior Views
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WESTMINSTER THEATRE, Storey’s Gate, Westminster
1832
1836
1876

Opened but failed to obtain a licence
Closed. The site later became the Wesleyan Central Hall
Site was redeveloped as the Royal Aquarium Theatre

Details under Imperial Theatre (q.v.)

WESTMINSTER THEATRE,
Palace Street, Victoria
1924
1931
1966
2000
2002
2009

Opened as the St James’s Picture Theatre
Converted into the Westminster Theatre
Rebuilt as part of an arts complex
Threatened with demolition
Demolished after fire damage
Proposed new theatre to be incorporated into a block
of apartments.

Originally a chapel built in 1766, the premises were converted
into the St James Picture Theatre in 1924. In 1931 it was
turned into a 603 seat theatre, with the former crypt being used
for dressing rooms. Its owner was named Anmer Hall (actually
a Mr A.B. Horne whose ancestral Norfolk home was Anmer
Hall).
The opening production was James Bridie’s “The Anatomist”,
directed by Tyrone Guthrie. Through the 1930s and 1940s the
Westminster Theatre enjoyed a good reputation, presenting
plays by Ibsen, Shaw, O’Neill, Eliot and Pirandello. At
various times J.B. Priestley and the actor, Robert Donat were
involved in the management.
In 1946 the Moral Re-Armament Movement bought the theatre
as a memorial to the war dead. Its intention was to present
plays relevant to the post-war world and based on Christian
Faith and moral values. The MRA presented regular seasons,
but also hired out the theatre to other managements when there
were no suitable MRA plays available. One such outside
production was “Dial M for Murder” which had a run of 425
performances in the 1950s.
Having the theatre tied up for so long with a “commercial”
The cinema under construction, 1923 (Top)
play caused the MRA to decide that the Westminster Theatre
and the rebuilt theatre in 1966 (Bottom)
would in future be used exclusively for MRA productions.
When such plays were not available it would be used for suitable films. In 1966 it was closed for rebuilding as
part of an arts centre, with part of the building named in memory of Peter Howard, the founder of the MRA
movement. In the 1970s and 1980s it was regularly used to stage revivals. Gradually, support for the Moral
Re-Armament Movement faded away, and the building ceased to be used as a theatre in 1991.
In 2000 it was announced the building would be demolished. A campaign to save it was launched, but in 2002
the theatre suffered serious damage in a mystery fire and was demolished. In 2009 planning permission was
given for an eight-storey block to be built on the site. The building will contain 35 apartments, a restaurant and
a 314 seat auditorium with a large size stage, and a smaller studio space for cabaret and jazz performances.
The venue was due to open in 2010 with a theatre company called Theatre Aloft, however, the financial crisis
and the collapse of the housing market at the end of 2009 led the developers to try and renegotiate the terms of
the contract with Westminster Council. The project is not now expected to start until at least 2011.
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1649
1754
1795
1832
1849

Opened as a drinking tavern
Developed as a small pleasure gardens
A small theatre was incorporated into the site
Theatre closed by public order
The whole site demolished and used for housing

The original White Conduit House was a tavern built
alongside the water conduit in Islington. It was said that
this tavern opened in 1649 on the very day of Charles
I’s execution. During the 18th century the surrounding
land became very well known for its cricket fields.
From 1754 the new owner, Robert Bartholomew,
developed the area as a smaller version of the pleasure gardens (q.v.) but after forty years he was forced to sell
due to bankruptcy.
The new owners, Sharpe and Warren, created a small theatre, a bandstand and a large outdoor area for
spectacular shows with balloon ascents, fire-eaters, and tight-rope walkers. However these shows attracted an
unruly element, and following many complaints, the local magistrates refused to licence the premises. In 1828
they sold the tavern and the adjoining theatre to George Bowles who completely rebuilt the tavern and tried to
improve the manners of the clientele with games rooms, billiards, etc. However, in order to earn money, he
continued to offer the attractions of juggling, tight-rope walking, farces and ballet.
In October 1832, following a crack-down on the minor theatre by the Magistrates, a number of theatres were
refused a license and closed by official order. These included the White Conduit House, “on the ground that
theatrical performances have been permitted there contrary to law”. The tavern continued for another fifteen
years, after which the whole area was sold and used for housing and the White Conduit House was demolished.
In 1849 a new tavern was built nearby, and, for old time’s sake, was given the name White Conduit Tavern.
However, all entertainment use ceased.

WHITEFRIARS THEATRE
1606
1629

Opened as a “private” theatre
Closed

The Whitefriars Theatre was converted from the refectory of a dissolved monastery and in 1605 was leased to
Michael Drayton and Thomas Woodford. It was first used by the Children of His Majesty’s Revels, and then in
1610 became the home of an amalgamated company called the Children of the Queen’s Revels. Ben Jonson’s
“Epicoene” was written for this company and given its first performance at the Whitefriars Theatre.
Lady Elizabeth’s Men performed there
during the 1613-1614 season, after
which it was possibly used by the
Prince’s Men. It was still in use in
1621 but in 1629 it seems to have
permanently closed and all theatrical
performances transferred to the new
Salisbury Court.
Possibly the
Whitefriars Theatre had been
demolished and the new venue was
built on the same site or very near it.
In 1660, when Samuel Pepys recorded
visiting a production of “The
Bondman” at the Whitefriars Theatre,
he was almost certainly referring to
the Salisbury Court but using an old
name.

Devonshire Collection, Chatsworth

WHITE CONDUIT HOUSE
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WHITEHALL THEATRE

(See also: Trafalgar Studios)
1930
1985
2003
2004

Opened
Major renovation
Closed . Future uncertain.
Converted into two “Studio”
Theatres and renamed the
Trafalgar Studios.

This was the third new theatre to open
in September 1930. (The others were
the Cambridge and the Phoenix). The
Whitehall Theatre opened on 29
September 1930 with a transfer from
the Duke of York’s of Walter
Hackett’s “The Way to Treat a Woman”. The building was described as “a dream in black and silver” in the
Art Deco style. For the first four years most of its plays were written by Walter Hackett, and when he left in
1934 the Whitehall continued as a house for modern comedy, though with a range of different writers.
During the war the theatre provided more varied fare, ranging from serious plays to Phyllis Dixey in non-stop
revue. The post-war period saw a great success and very long run for R.F. Delderfield’s “Worm’s Eye View”,
and then another success with the farce “Reluctant Heroes”. At this point the management passed to Brian Rix,
and for the next twenty years he became synonymous with the hugely successful series of “Whitehall farces”.
In 1961 Paul Raymond took over the theatre and staged “Pyjama Tops” - London’s first “all-nude” production.
In 1985 the theatre changed ownership and underwent a major restoration. Subsequent hits included
“Trainspotting” (1995) and “The Puppetry of the Penis” (2000) featuring the “ancient art of genital origami”. In
2003 the theatre closed and was reconstructed as the Trafalgar Studios. (See entry under Trafalgar Studios)

WILLESDEN HIPPODROME
1907
????
1930
1938
1940
1957

Opened as the Willesden Empire
Renamed the Hippodrome
Closed and became a cinema
Reopened as a music hall with films on Sundays
Backstage destroyed by bombs
Demolished

Eric Krieger Collection

Willesden Empire opened in 1907, a music hall seating up to 3,000, designed by
Frank Matcham. Although it had Willesden in its name, it stood, in fact, in High
Street, Harlesden. Within a few years it was renamed the Willesden Hippodrome.
In 1940 the
stage
area
and dressing
rooms were
destroyed by a bomb. The building was
left derelict until 1957 when it was finally
demolished
(Another Willesden Empire opened in
1926, this time a cinema at the north end
of Church Road. This cinema was later
called the Granada and closed in 1962. By
1978 it had become became a bingo hall
used by Granada Social Club. It is
sometimes confused with the Willesden
Hippodrome.)
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1839
1845
1853
1858
1874
1877
1878
1888
1963
1966
1999

Opened as a room in the Prince of Denmark
Public House
Licensed as the Albion Saloon (possibly
known by this name from 1843)
Rebuilt by John Wilton
Major enlargement
Renamed Frederick’s Royal Palace of
Varieties
Badly damaged by fire
Reconstructed, and given raked auditorium
floor
Closed and became the Beulah Mission Hall
Used as a warehouse
Bought by the Greater London Council
Returned to active theatre life

Mander & Mitchenson Collection

WILTON’S MUSIC HALL

Wilton’s Music Hall, 1859

The proprietor, Matthew Eltham, obtained a license
in 1845 and formalised his existing venture, and in
1853 the new proprietor, John Wilton, rebuilt and
enlarged the Saloon, creating Wilton’s Music Hall.
Further enlargement took place in 1858 and for the
next fifteen years Wilton’s was a successful and
“respectable” part of the otherwise notorious
Whitechapel area.

GLC Photo Library

The first venture was a room in the Prince of
Denmark public house, converted for music and
glee club use from around 1839. The Prince of
Denmark, in Wellclose Street, Whitechapel, was
known locally as the Mahogany Bar, and soon its
music evenings became a particular attraction. The
room used specially for the musical evenings was
called the Albion Saloon.

Wilton’s Music Hall, 1979

It was not rebuilt until 1878, when the new venue
incorporated a raked auditorium floor to enable
better viewing, but, after just ten years, the business
failed. Competition from the newer, grander variety
theatres and improved transport in and out of the
West End meant that the smaller East End music
halls were doomed.
It closed in 1877 and the following year was used as the Beulah Mission Hall. By 1963 it was being used as a
warehouse for the rag trade, and shortly afterwards the Greater London Council became aware this was
London’s oldest surviving, unaltered early music hall . The building was subject to a Preservation Order and
between 1979 and 1989 underwent a series of repairs and strengthening.
In 1999 the building returned to active theatre use when Broomhill Opera took over the premises and for the
next four years staged a series of operas. From 2003 onwards the building has undergone gradual renovation
and restoration, but it is a slow and under-funded job. The costs of this work are paid for by occasional stage
successes—including a much-praised revival of “Amadeus” with Matthew Kelly (2006) - and frequent hirings
to film companies. In 2007 the building was placed at the top of an “at-risk” register for priceless and
irreplaceable historic buildings—but it is still awaiting a major cash injection to safeguard its future.

Wiltons Music Hall

In 1874 the new landlord renamed the premises
Frederick’s Royal Palace of Varieties, but just three
years later the music hall was badly damaged by
fire.
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WIMBLEDON KING’S PALACE
1910
1914
1955
1987

Opened exclusively for cinema use
Enlarged and occasionally used for cine-variety
Converted into roller-rink and ballroom, later demolished
Part of the site re-developed as the Wimbledon Studio Theatre.

Hugh McCullogh of www.Cinephoto.co.uk

The King’s Palace opened on 18 October 1910 on the Broadway, next door to
Wimbledon Theatre which opened two months later. It was designed, owned and
run by Augustus Stewart Hurst, who also ran the Royal County Theatre in
Kingston-upon-Thames. The original building was a 350-seat flat floor
auditorium designed for early film shows. In September 1914 the Palace was
greatly enlarged by building a new 800 seat auditorium at the rear of the building
and then converting the former auditorium into a foyer-lounge for the newly
enlarged “cine-variety”. However, it seems to have been used almost exclusively
as a cinema with hardly any live stage performances.

The King’s Palace decorated for the
1911 Coronation of King George V

The cinema closed briefly in 1941 but was reopened the following year and
remained in use until 30 April 1955 when it was converted into a Roller Skating
Rink and ballroom. It was eventually demolished and rebuilt for shops with part
of the new building used as the present Wimbledon Studio Theatre . This opened
in 1987, initially used by the Attic Theatre Company. With 115 seats, it seeks to
complement the work of the main theatre by presenting new and challenging
works of minority appeal.

WIMBLEDON THEATRE
& Wimbledon Studio Theatre
1910
1969
1991
1999
2003

Opened
Major renovation
Remodelling
Major reconstruction
Renamed the New Wimbledon Theatre

Up to the mid 1930s it was a very successful touring and variety house,
attracting all the star names of the period. It then entered a difficult
period and was frequently used as a weekly rep for months on end,
interspersed with a touring schedule, usually the last touring date
before a West End opening, or the first date of a post- West End run.
The rep seasons under the management of the actor Peter Haddon were especially successful in the late 1950s and
early 60s. The annual pantomime was always a strong attraction.
By 1965 it was faced with closure and after a strong local campaign, the local council bought the theatre from the
Mulholland family. In 1969 it closed for several months for a major renovation. It then began a new lease of life,
attracting major tours and companies and top artists. During these years some “studio” work was occasionally carried
out in other parts of the building, notably in the “attic” areas where former rehearsal space was adapted for
performances. (For Wimbledon Studio Theatre, see “Wimbledon King’s Palace”)
In 1991-92 it underwent more remodelling, including an ill-advised attempt to replace the gallery benches with seats.
This created bad sight-lines and some very ugly guard-rails disfiguring the balustrades. At the same time a globe and
winged figure was reinstated on the external dome—replacing the figure that had been lost during the Second World
War. In 1998-1999 the theatre underwent major reconstruction thanks to a Lottery grant. A complete new dressing
room block was built, the orchestra pit was re-constructed and the 1991 disfigurement of the gallery was put right. It
now has a seating capacity of 1,665. In 2003 control of the theatre passed from the London Borough of Merton to
the Ambassadors Theatre Group. To mark this change of management the theatre’s name was changed—somewhat
oddly—to the New Wimbledon Theatre

G.Rogers

Designed by Cecil Masey and Roy Young, this is a three-tiered
auditorium notable for its rare iron balustraded balcony fronts - an
unusual feature in London Theatres, where only the Playhouse has the
same. Wimbledon Theatre was built for the impresario J.B. Mulholland
and opened on 26 December 1910 with the pantomime “Jack and Jill”.
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WINDMILL THEATRE

British Theatre Museum

1910
1931
1932
1964
1974
1981
1986
2000

Opened as a cinema
Converted into a theatre, with little success
Introduced “Revuedeville” – non stop variety with “nude” girls
Closed and reconstructed as a cinema
Re-opened in a “Revuedeville” form
Converted into a theatre restaurant
Used for live music and as a recording studio
Used as a lap-dancing club

The Windmill was the only London Theatre to remain open during the
whole of the Second World War (except for the first twelve days when all
theatres and cinemas were closed by Government order). It adopted the
slogan “We Never Closed”, and with its celebrated “Revuedeville” shows
featuring scantily clad girls, it became a favourite haunt for off-duty
servicemen.
It was originally built in 1910 as a cinema, built on the grounds of what
had formerly been an 18th century windmill, and was converted into an
intimate playhouse with 322 seats. It opened on 22 June 1931 with a new
play called “Inquest”.
After the not too long run of this play, the Windmill returned to films for a
few weeks. The building’s owners, Mrs Laura Henderson and Mr Vivian
van Damm, then announced that from 3 February 1932 an innovative show
copied from Paris would be staged. The “Paris-type” performances ran
from 2.30 pm to 11 pm and were “non-stop” , featuring a series of tableaux
of semi-naked girls interspersed with variety acts and comedians.

Alberto Arzoz

Initially the venture lost money, but it established itself as a tourist
attraction and then, throughout the war, as a symbol of the cheekier side of
British determination to carry on in spite of everything. A series of young
comedians and entertainers were used to link the semi-nude tableaux.
(Under the censorship rules of the time, the girls could be revealed in their
“nude” state, but were not allowed to move. Any movement could result
in a prosecution for obscenity. Accordingly, each appearance started and
ended behind a set of curtains. ) To cover the gaps between the setting up
of the tableaux, a comedian would be sent on to entertain the (very
uninterested) audience. Over the years the Windmill acted as a training
ground for comedians like Tony Hancock, Jimmy Edwards and Benny
Hill, and even, at one time, actors like Kenneth More!
The “permissive society” and changes in entertainment taste during the late
1950s and early 1960s led to the end of this kind of “girlie” show. The
Windmill closed on 31 October 1964 and was reconstructed as a cinema
and a casino. Ten years later the venue was bought by Paul Raymond who
attempted to reopen it as a home for live nudes. This venture failed, and in
1981 the venue closed and was converted into a theatre-restaurant. After five years this venture was abandoned
and the venue was used for live music and as a recording studio, and eventually as a lap-dancing club.

WINTER GARDEN THEATRE, Drury Lane
(See “New London Theatre)
Currently the site of the New London Theatre, this piece of land in Drury Lane has been continuously used for
entertainment since 1828, having been known as the Mogul Saloon, The Middlesex Music Hall, the New Middlesex Theatre of Varieties, the Winter Garden Theatre and the New London Theatre. Its history is given under the
entry for the New London Theatre
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WOOD GREEN EMPIRE
1912
1955
1970

Opened
Closed and used as Television Studios.
Mostly demolished. The façade remains

The Wood Green Empire, part of Oswald Stoll’s growing Stoll-Moss enterprise, was
designed by Frank Matcham and opened on 9 September 1912. It was situated in the
High Road and had seating capacity for almost 3,000 people. The stage was
constructed to accommodate full-scale West End productions and aquatic displays as
well as the normal variety and music hall fare. One early attraction, “Splash Me”,
required the tank to be filled with 20,000 gallons of water.
The music hall fare was provided by the great names of the era: Ella Shields, G.H.
Elliott, George Lashwood, Gertie Gitana and Marie Lloyd. The “straight” theatre
performers included Seymour Hicks,Gladys Cooper and Matheson Lang. During
the week of 18 March 1918 the Chinese illusionist, Chung Ling Soo, (actually an
American magician ,Mr W.E.Robinson), was shot and killed onstage at the Wood
Green Empire. His act consisted of catching bullets, fired by his assistant, on a
plate. This was an act he had worked for over ten years. The cause of the accident
was not established. There were rumours of suicide. There were even rumours he
was murdered by his wife—he had left her and was living with another woman.
Whatever the truth, Chung Ling Soo collapsed on stage and died in front of a
packed house.
In 1930 a member of the audience committed suicide - again in front of a packed
house. By now the Wood Green Empire was getting a reputation as an “unlucky”
theatre. In 1937 an American magician, Russell Swann, was forced to cancel
halfway through the week when his work permit was withdrawn. In 1939 the illusionist Horace Goldin opened
successfully on a Monday but died at his digs during the night.
During the late 1920s and early 1930s the Wood Green Empire occasionally showed a film season, but within a
few years had regained its audience for live theatre. It remained a popular draw until the end of the Second
World War with variety bills including Vera Lynn, Max Miller, Anne Shelton and Richard Tauber.
For a few years after the War the Empire staged big
musical productions like “Bless the Bride”, “White
Horse Inn” and “King’s Rhapsody” as well as variety
stars like Alma Cogan, Shirley Bassey and Dorothy
Squires, and the occasional play, including Bela Lugosi
in “Dracula”.
By 1954 the Empire was losing audiences to the new
attraction of television. The local Council required a
series of building improvements to be carried out before
a new licence could be issued. It was decided by the
owners that the money was simply not there.
The final production was the 1954/5 pantomime
“Cinderella” with Monsewer Eddie Gray and Arthur
English and the final curtain fell on 31 January 1955.
For a time ATV took over the theatre and used it to
present TV “spectaculars”. By 1970 television use had
ended and the building was mostly demolished.
The façade remains, but it incorporates some shop fronts
which make it difficult to recognise the original
frontage.
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WOOD GREEN GAUMONT PALACE
Opened as a cine-variety
Converted into a twin cinema
Auditorium reinstated. Used as a bingo hall.
Renovated
Closed and left empty
Converted for use partially as a church
Renamed the Dominion Centre

Opened on 26 March 1934, the Gaumont Palace was a cine- variety
with 2,256 seats: a spectacular building in almost every respect,
with a stunning Art Deco interior, superbly designed foyers, and
excellent backstage facilities . Unfortunately the lack of space for
its external frontage meant the exterior of the building was very
unprepossessing. Initially all the film shows were preceded with
live entertainment and, of course, an organist for the Compton Organ. In 1937 it was renamed the Gaumont Cinema
and the live shows ended.

British Film Institute

1934
1973
1984
1993
1996
1999
2000

In 1973 the Gaumont was “tripled”. The stalls area under the balcony was converted into two “mini-cinemas”, and
the balcony and front stalls formed the third cinema. In 1984 the venue was restored to one auditorium and converted
for Bingo as the Top Rank Club. In 1990 the cinema was given a Grade II* listing. Shortly afterwards the name
“Gaumont Palace” was re-instated on the frontage. Mecca Bingo gave up in mid-1996 and the building then lay
empty for three years until it was converted for church use, with the foyer and former restaurant being used as a
nightclub. The building is now known as the Dominion centre, and has recently undergone extensive refurbishment.
WOOLWICH ALHAMBRA
1869
1872

Opened
Closed

No further details known. This short-lived venture was possibly a portable or a fit-up. Further research is needed,

WOOLWICH EMPIRE

1932
1958
1960

Site of New Portable Theatre
Permanent theatre opened as West Kent Theatre
Renamed the Duchess of Kent’s Theatre
Renamed Barnard’s Theatre
Major reconstruction.
Sometimes called Woolwich Theatre Royal
Renamed Woolwich Empire
Closed
Demolished

Beresford Street, Woolwich, was the site of a Portable Theatre on a
number of occasions before 1834. The ongoing success of the portables
encouraged the building of a permanent theatre. It opened on 3 January
1835 as the West Kent Theatre. In 1837 it was renamed the Duchess of
Kent’s Theatre. By 1892 it had come under the management of Samuel
Barnard, and seven years later he invested a fortune in reconstructing
and enlarging the theatre.
Frank Matcham was engaged to do the designs, and in 1900 Barnard’s
Music Hall reopened as the Woolwich Theatre Royal. It remained in the Barnard family until the early 1930s when
David Barnard sold it and it was renamed the Empire Theatre, Woolwich. By the late 1950s it was being used for
touring strip shows. It closed in March 1958 after the last performance of “Ecstasie”. The theatre was demolished in
1960.

GLC Photograph Library

1833c
1835
1837
1892
1899
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The last night of the Woolwich Empire
The “Daily Mail” critic Robert Muller was there on the last
night and wrote an article called “ I was there when a music
hall died”. His description encapsulates the demise of this and
so many Empires and Hippodromes throughout the country,
and is worth quoting in full:

John Earl

In a grey side street behind Woolwich Market a theatre is
dying. From the grimed walls the posters are gasping their last
promise of glamour: “Ecstasie” is the title of the final show.
The old silver star on the door of No. 1 Dressing Room is
smeared with lipstick. There is a strong aroma of cold tea and
cats.
“Come along, girls,” says Les, the stage manager. With the
house almost empty (the show is continuous) the Four Empire
Lovelies come strutting onstage to proclaim that diamonds are
a girl’s best friend. . . Fresh and bouncy they giggle at the men
standing in the wings. Understandably. There are more of
them than there are out front. From the empty gilt boxes
cherubs are grinning down on another patron (single, male) as
he tramps down the creaking centre aisle. Hands deep in his
overcoat pockets he chooses his seat, slumps down and
confronts himself with his own misery.
Up there is
Experienced Comic. . .
“Do you drink?” Experienced Comic opens his act. “Here, suck this” and he hands a baby’s bottle down to the
pianist. Not a titter. “I know there’s somebody out there” he tells the silent witnesses of his despair. “I can hear
them breathing”. (There are 39 men and 23 women in the stalls). “I never surrender” he says. . .
After fifteen long minutes Experienced Comic takes his bow. Leaving the stage he glares at his audience. He
would consign us to a lingering death if we were not dead already.. . . On with the Show. Exotic Model minces
about in panties and bra, waving a chiffon square. The patrons keep their hands deep in their pockets. They can't
be asleep, because occasionally there is the sound of chocolate breaking.
The general manager is dapper and busy. He says “We’re closing for lack of biz, see? We go dark, tomorrow.
Everybody gets the sack. This place will deteriorate and deteriorate and that will be the end of it. Do you know
how many theatre have closed in the last three years (1955-1958)? One hundred and fifty-five. So, where are you?
- Don't miss this next act. . . Rusty. . . I’m producing her myself, for the West End…”
Rusty (going places) is a sequinned blonde who croons down a microphone. In the course of her second song she
unzips her dress down the front and begins to pose. . . In the Dress Circle bar a sleepy patron listens to her voice
coming through the loudspeaker. “Marlene Dietrich” he says to himself. “Dirt track” says Emily and pours herself
a small port. Emily has been a bar-maid here for 40 years. “We used to have Gracie here,” she says, “Marie
Lloyd too and Nellie Wallace and Charlie Chaplin. These young folk never even heard of the old timers. Nudes.
That’s what has killed the business. Who wants to take their children to see girls undressing?”
Down in the stalls , hooting, gurgling and barking accompany Rusty’s last rites. A few pseudo Teddies, armed
with chips, field-glasses and their girl friends are squirming in their seats. . . Joe, the tiny-eyed juggler comes on,
in a black wig and red bow tie. He is in his seventies. “Cheer up, cheer up,” he admonishes his patrons, “Who said
that lady was a cripple? She has two legs in one knicker”. That gets a laugh.
Later, Exotic Model goes on for her fan dance. She grits her teeth bravely at the boys who break the heavy silence
with kissing noises and ironic shouts of “Lo-ver-ley”. Exotic Model ends her act in transparent nightie.
Empire Lovelies get ready to go on again. June ,one of them, is 20. “I’ll never leave show business” she says
breathlessly, her eyes shining. “It’s not work for me, it’s pleasure. Doesn’t matter how upset you are. You go out
there and you’re sort of smiling for them, see?”
The Four Empire Lovelies go on to close the show. They sing “There’s no Business like Show Business”.
comes the curtain, and it’s Curtain Fall for another old music hall”.

Down
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WOOLWICH GRANADA
1937
1961
1965
1966

Opened as a cine-variety
Auditorium used for bingo
Reverted to cinema use
Converted to bingo

The Woolwich Granada in Powis Street
opened on 20 April 1937 with interior
designs by Theodore Komisarjevsky. It
was designed as a cine-variety, with a
large stage, a fly tower and an orchestra
pit. It was built in a Gothic style and
incorporated a “hall of mirrors”.
The opening weeks included live
performances from Glenda Farrell,
Claude Hulbert, Will Hay and Graham
Moffat, with Reginald Dixon “The Ace
of Radio Organists” at the “mighty
Wurlitzer” .

British Film Institute

The combination of live performances
and films ceased within the first two
years, but after the War the Granada
circuit introduced a series of touring
pantomimes which would visit the
various cine-variety houses for one
week each over the Christmas period.
The Woolwich Granada saw an annual
week of pantomime every year from
1948 to 1958, and then again from 1960
to 1963, Artists appearing in these
shows included Adele Dixon , Jimmy
Hanley, Ralph Reader , Derk Roy,
Terry-Thomas, Vera Lynn, Tommy
Trinder, Alma Cogan, Terry Scott,
Rosemary Squires and Eddie Calvert.
From December 1961 it tried an
experiment of opening part of the week
as a cinema and part as a bingo hall. It
reverted to films only from April 1965
to June 1966. By October 1966 it had
closed as a cinema and was used
exclusively for bingo.
In 1974 the building was given a Grade
II listing. It was sold 1991and renamed
the Gala Bingo Hall
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WOOLWICH HIPPODROME
1900
1908
1924
1939

Opened as the Grand Theatre and Opera House
Renamed the Woolwich Hippodrome
Closed and used as a cinema
Demolished.
A new cinema was built on the site.

The Woolwich Grand Theatre and Opera House ,
designed by Bertie Crewe, opened on 18 October 1900
with a seating capacity of 1,680. In 1908 it was bought
by Walter Gibbons as part of his growing Variety circuit
and the name was changed to the Woolwich
Hippodrome. Rivalry with the Woolwich Empire meant
competing for audiences was a continuing problem, and
in 1924 the Hippodrome ceased live shows and became a cinema.

Woolwich Hippodrome & Town Hall

In 1928 it was bought by the United Picture Theatres Circuit, and from 1930 was taken over by the Gaumont
circuit. The cinema was sold to ABC Cinemas in 1935 and closed in 1939. It was demolished and a new Regal
Cinema was built on the site.

WYNDHAM’S THEATRE,
Charing Cross Road
1899 Opened
1965 Renovated
2007 Major renovation

Alberto Arzoz

Wyndham’s Theatre, Charing Cross Road, was named for Charles
Wyndham and opened on 16 November 1899 with a revival of T.W.
Robertson’s “David Garrick”.
This was followed by productions of
“Cyrano de Bergerac” and “Mrs Dane’s Defence” and immediately
established the theatre as a successful one. Gerald du Maurier joined the
management in 1910 and enjoyed great success. In the late 1920s
Wyndham’s was the home of a series of Edgar Wallace plays.
The 1930s saw successful runs of “Clive of India”, John Gielgud in “The
Maitlands”, and Gerald Savory’s “George and Margaret”. A duo of plays,
“Quiet Wedding” and the sequel “Quiet Weekend” had long runs at the
start of the Second World War, at which time Wyndhams added a series of
afternoon all-star entertainments for those people worried about attending
the theatre at night. The first of these, “Diversions”, starred Edith Evans,
Bernard Miles, Dorothy Dickson and two lesser known young men, Peter Ustinov and Dirk Bogarde.
In the 1950s “The Boyfriend” ran for an amazing 2078 performances, followed by several transfers from Joan
Littlewood’s Theatre Workshop in Stratford East, including “A Taste of Honey” and “The Hostage” (both 1959) and
“Oh, What a Lovely War! (1963). Other long running hits were “Abelard and Heloise” (1970), “Godspell” (1972)
and “Side by Side by Sondheim” (1977). In 1975 John Gielgud and Ralph Richardson appeared in Pinter’s “No
Man’s Land”, a transfer from the National Theatre.
The 1980s saw the successful “Accidental Death of an Anarchist” and the start of a series of much acclaimed
“leading-lady” plays: Vanessa Redgrave in “Ghosts” and Faye Dunaway in “Circe and Bravo” (both 1986) , Diana
Rigg in “Medea” (1993) and Dame Maggie Smith in “Three Tall Women” (1996). Later in 1996 Yazmin Reza’s
“Art” began its record-breaking run with Albert Finney, Tom Courtenay and Ken Stott, followed by the very
successful “The Play What I Wrote” - a tribute to Morecambe and Wise. The theatre underwent major renovation
from 2007 onwards and is currently owned by Cameron Mackintosh.

